Any More For The Guillotine?
Niven's Pimpernel Film Waits For The Verdict From Goldwyn
By Harold Conway

Here's news this week that is sure to be of great interest to film fans. The verdict is still out on the nation's favorite film, Pimpernel, starring the charming star Marion Davies. As the film was shot in the United Kingdom, it is being reviewed by a panel of judges in London. The film is expected to open in the United States next week, and fans are eagerly awaiting the verdict.

Why do we assume that American viewers will approve of a film that has been so well-received in the United Kingdom? There are several reasons. First, the film is a classic, and it has been a favorite of audiences for decades. Second, the film is based on a popular novel, and it has been adapted for the screen with great care. Finally, the film features a talented cast, including the renowned actress Marion Davies. All of these factors, combined with the film's proven popularity, make it likely that American viewers will enjoy Pimpernel.

Who are the judges reviewing the film? The panel of judges consists of top film critics and industry experts. They are charged with evaluating the film's artistic merit, technical quality, and overall appeal. Their verdict will be announced next week, and fans will be eagerly awaiting the result.

What can we expect from the verdict? The verdict will likely be positive. The film has received glowing reviews in the United Kingdom, and it is expected to do well in the United States. The film's producers are confident that the verdict will be favorable, and they are eager to see the film's success.

In conclusion, the verdict on Pimpernel is expected to be positive. Fans are eagerly awaiting the result, and the film is expected to be a hit in the United States.

To Join Husband
Mrs. Hazel Dorney and daughters Yvonne and Wendy are expected to arrive tomorrow from Trinidad to take up her original duties in Barbados. The two children left for the home farm.

A couple of suits. That, of what the big landed gentry used to wear while hunting. The idea has not died out, for the shooting parties are still well-dressed. Mr. Honevweather got wedged in his mouth—but his elbow interlocks!

The two children left for the home farm. There was a time when home was just a couple of suits. That, of what the big landed gentry used to wear while hunting. The idea has not died out, for the shooting parties are still well-dressed. Mr. Honevweather got wedged in his mouth—but his elbow interlocks!